
ASC Cornhole Rules

1. Games will be best 2 out of 3
2. 30 Minute Time limit
3. Team & Fees

a. Team fee $75 paid at signup
b. Can have up to 3 players on the roster 2 main players and a sub

4. Bags
a. You can bring your own bags

i. If bags are the same color as the other teams and can’t be
distinguished, both teams must use ASC Bags

b. If you don’t have bags of your own, you can use the house bags
5. Points/Scoring

a. Cancel scoring
i. Team A scores 1 point and Team B scores 3 points Team B will

receive 2 points
b. 1 Point for on the board
c. 3 Points for bag going through hole on board

6. Positioning
a. Team member from each team will be on opposite sides
b. Each will have a pitches box to choose from

i. Players can rotate at the end of each game or stay in the same
spot the entire series

7. Pitching
a. Rock, Paper, Scissors to determine who goes first best of 1
b. Teams will alternate throwing 1 bag till all 4 bags have been thrown
c. Teammate who is not throwing will count up points for that round and

change the score on the scoreboard.
d. Bags must be thrown underhand

8. Fouls
a. Any bag pitched when the player has made contact with or crossed over

the foul line
b. A bag pitched from a different pitcher’s box than the first bag
c. Any bag that contacted the court or the ground before coming to rest on

the board
d. Any bag removed from the board before scoring has been agreed upon for

that bag



i. The offending team (who touches the bags) forfeits all remaining
bags and tallies the score of just the bags thrown before the foul
was reported

ii. The non-offending team tallies twelve (12) points as if they had
thrown four Bag In-The-Holes (Cornholes) during the inning

9. Winning
a. Be the first team to reach (or exceed) a score of 21 points at the end of an

inning of play.
10.Forfeit

a. If a team does not show up, they will have 5 minutes to get there before it
becomes a forfeit

11. Champion Of Season
a. Receives waived season fee for following season


